"Bring it on!"
December is *Double Donation Month!*

Help spread BRI's vital message to medical students across America.

**Greetings!**

December 14, 2015

Medical students are busy. Adding another subject to an exacting medical education is daunting -- no doubt about it. And yet, there's a vital element to medical education that is glaringly absent: free market healthcare policy.

More students than ever are hearing BRI's message. This fall, BRI chapters held 36 events exposing over 1300 medical students to the benefits of liberty and the power of the doctor-patient relationship in providing quality, affordable medical care. Our mission and message is resonating with more and more students as we bring them stories of inspirational innovations, new practice models, and a vision of physician leadership.

Healthcare policy education is important for medical students, NOW.
Watch the 3-minute video: Advantages of BRI for Medical Students.

But we need to do more! Without BRI programs, students only hear the stale mantra for greater government involvement in medicine. Help us bring these important ideas to more schools and more future physician leaders.

Dan Craviotto, MD was one of the main organizers of the Let My Doctor Practice conference and wrote a widely read op-ed in the Wall Street Journal, "A Doctor's Declaration of Independence." He had this to say about the importance of getting exposure with medical students and young physicians:

"Somehow the everyday practicing physicians in this country need to grab the hearts and minds of young doctors when they are in medical school to enlighten them to these profound issues in health care. Every great revolution and movement in this country of ours captured the hearts of youth and the younger generation. What "they" on the outside don't know is we have a common bond in medicine and that sensitive, passionate and resonant chord has not even been fully tapped into. To which I say, 'Bring it on!'" ~ Dan Craviotto, MD

You can help BRI reach young medical students -- our future doctors -- with more than a message of hope. We will give them the education, tools, and skills needed to become leaders and ambassadors for preserving and protecting the doctor-patient relationship, and increasing quality and access for everyone.

So, what's $500 bucks?
Answer: $1,000!

From now until December 31st, an anonymous donor will double every gift. Your $50 becomes $100 . . . your $500 will become $1,000! Every $1,000 sponsors a deserving medical student to attend BRI's 2016 Leadership Conference in Washington, DC, co-hosted with American Enterprise Institute. Join us.

Donate

Tax-deductible 501(c)(3)

Thank you.
In partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute

BRI takes on New York -- and WINS!

WHEN YOU WIN IN NEW YORK, YOU KNOW YOU'RE ON TO SOMETHING.

Dr. Haynes and Dr. Raymond Raad were invited to debate single-payer vs. free market healthcare at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York, and they won!

This almost unprecedented achievement is noteworthy because it shows that medical students are becoming increasingly aware of the detriments of a politically-engineered approach to healthcare.

PLEASE CONSIDER A GENEROUS YEAR END DONATION SO BRI CONTINUES TO REACH AMERICA'S RISING DOCTORS.